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Summary of Presentations and Discussions 

The Think Tank on Technological Change discussed how technology can be both a risk and an 

opportunity for the sustainable development of World Heritage sites. Along time, the World Heritage 

programme widened, starting from tourism in the 80s down to education at the beginning of the new 

century. Along this time, however, the pressure on World Heritage sites increased, bringing with it 

multiple risks. The presenters at the Think Tank focused on risks arising from technological change as 

well as on how technology helps address risks by opening up new opportunities to study, safeguard 

and communicate heritage.    

The effects of modern changes are evident on heritage in general, as one presenter illustrated in 

relation to water technologies. Dams or hydroelectric power plants often destroy heritage and entail 

water scarcity. This contrasted with traditional water management systems, which offer local solutions 

and contribute to climate mitigation. The role of traditional practices was stressed by another 

presenter in relation to cultural landscapes, whose conservation requires a holistic management 

system, which integrates the local stakeholders, traditional and scientific tools as well as old and new 

technologies. An integrated management approach was also recommended in relation to mining 

activities in Africa by another presenter. While mining heavily affects cultural landscapes and natural 

sites it also is the basis for regional economic development. An integrated approach therefore would 

have to reconcile development and conservation as well as the interests of local stakeholders and 

mining companies. The management of cultural landscapes sometimes includes impact assessments 

but they are not always successful, as discussed in still another presentation. Digital technology, might 

offer solutions through assessments on 3D-models. Applications showed that these serve as a basis for 

decision-making and help prevent conflicts that often arise during interventions at a site. 

The opportunities triggered by digital technology were stressed in several regards in other 

presentations. In one case, the presenters introduced the use of web based geographical information 



 
 

systems, where scientists and local communities cooperated in producing a map for smartphones and 

print, which included points of interest chosen by the locals and to be managed by them. A similar idea 

was expressed in another presentation on the development of sustainable and resilient tourism 

models, which take into account the local culture, including the potential of self-guided heritage tours, 

where the local communities could promote their heritage. Digital technology can further serve to 

express more clearly the relationship of communities with the environment in which they live, as 

exemplified by a presenter through a digital thematic map. Such a map includes places of memory, 

information on history and the physical characteristics of a place, acting as a tool to describe, preserve 

and communicate cultural identity. The presenters also considered the potential of digital technology 

to assist managers in restoration work, while emphasising the need for more collaboration between 

science, education and culture in order to apply successfully new technology for safeguarding heritage. 


